Investing
For the Coming Economic Crash

By Dr. T. M. Lamb

I think an Economic Collapse will happen very soon.

All economic pointers show it’s coming and very soon. I know main
stream media say we are headed for an “up-tick” in the economy by
2 to 3% and one economist predicts an increase by 4% - (Yea
RIGHT).
The economy only grew by .01 % the last quarter of 2013 (their
messaged numbers) and crashed to a NEGATIVE 2.9% for the first
quarter of 2014 and will be a NEGATIVE number for the second
quarter of 2014. Two quarters of Negative growth means you are
entering a new Recession in this case a new DEPRESSION. A
depression that will make the 30’s look like a Sunday Church picnic.
Are you ready? It’s coming!

Our economy is in shambles, our manufacturing jobs have almost all
gone to China, our housing market is in a terrible state,
manufacturing is down, retail is in such shambles they are calling it a
“retail apocalypse” . Major manufactures and major store chains
across the nation are laying off not hundreds of people but
THOUSANDS of people. Major chain stores are closing stores across
America at a rate not seen since the Great Depression. Whole Malls
are turning into Ghost Malls.

Have you seen the suburbs of Detroit, Flint, Cleveland, Toledo, Gary
and many more in the Rust Belt? Not to long ago these were the
centers of manufacturing, with good paying jobs for all. Now they
have mile after mile of dilapidated homes and whole neighborhoods
are raised to the ground. They look more like war zones than a
suburb of say Detroit, and you can get killed there just as quick.

No one knows when for sure the Economic Collapse will happen. It
could very well be triggered by an event from Europe, China or Japan
they all have their own catastrophic economic problems to deal with.
I know the 1st quarter of 2014 showed a 2.9% negative growth and
July 30th a report will be released by the Federal Government that
will show Negative Growth for the 2nd quarter. Economist the world

over conclude that 2 quarters back-to-back negative growth are
indicative that we are entering a new rescission.

Add all that to the fact that almost every Federal Agency including
the FDA, the Post Office they are all arming themselves like it’s Iwo
Jima all over again. They are prepping for something big and I bet it
is for the rioting that will start when American’s find they NO longer
have a free meal ticket or free income, coming from the government.

Think about it: posse comitatus has been repealed, now the military
can patrol American streets (and enforce Martial Law) using American
Armed Forces. Now thanks to NDAA they can arrest you, detain you,
jail you without charges and hold you as long as they deem
necessary. All with out any legal recourse left to you (LEGALLY). IS
THIS AMERICA OR WHAT? And now the President has the legal
authority to KILL American citizens at home or abroad who he deems
a threat to National Security. Now I ask you. Are you scared yet?

Funny, but at no time in the history of the World has any country and
group of countries been so precariously placed on the very edge of
the abyss. Economic collapse, Nature and natural collapse, societal
collapse, morality collapse, family collapse, states collapse and
nations collapse, wars and rumors of wars, signs in the heaven and
upon the earth. At no time in History has ALL the signs prophesied in
the Bible come together so intricately. Just as it says in the Bible to
signal the beginning of Tribulation, the One World Government, the
One Currency, the Antichrist, Armageddon and the end of man and
the return of Jesus Christ.

Funny but when you watch CNN, MSNBC, CBS, ABC, FOX News etc.
They all tell you how great our economy is doing the stock market is
up, unemployment is low and we are starting to grow our economy
back from the brink. So they say. BUT the truth is VERY frightening

because the Government makes up the numbers , (in other words
THEY LIE) the true unemployment of the United States is more like
25% (More than the Great Depression). The national inflation is
more like 10 to 14 % NOT the 2% they tell you, WHY? Because the
Government does not factor in energy or food costs in figuring
inflation, that is how they keep the numbers low. When figuring
unemployment they do not count people who are not on
unemployment, have dropped off unemployment, found part time
work or accepted jobs far beneath their education and training.
What does it say about our economy when you have hamburger
cooks at McDonald’s who have Masters degrees. That is a sure sign
something is seriously wrong in America Today, (but CNN still don’t
see it).

Just recently our stock market has shown signs of cracking from the
strain of to much money being printed and pumped into our
economy. Where is it written that a loosing company like Twitter is
valued a one billion plus, the stock price has been going up and up
and up (for a loosing company that has NEVER turned a profit). But
NOW that signs of the crack in Wall St. as stocks are now being
decimated and will return to a more normal price but NOT before
stocks take about a 50% hit. Yes it will be a blood bath, and they
just may not stoop at 50% they very well could drop to 10% of their
current value. The insanity that was the stock market is just now
showing signs that it’s about to all come crashing down and who
knows where the bottom will be.

It’s common knowledge among bankers that if and when the interest
hits 3 ½ % on the 10 year Treasure Bond that will signal investors
that the FED has lost control of interest for it and then Derivatives
will start kicking in. It was not to many years ago that the interest
on the 10 year note was 6 and 7%, and was as low as 1% but now
it’s flirting with 3% and slowly rising. Derivatives are just a fancy
word for a bet, someone is betting on something. And IF the 10 year

note hits 6% all bets are off cause that will trigger about 200 Trillion
Dollars due on Derivatives being held by investors. Where are our
top 10 banks going to get 200 TRILLION DOLLARS. They will get it
from the Government, from you (or your accounts, IRA’s, Retirement
Accounts, Pension Funds, Savings Accounts, anywhere they can) but
certainly NOT from them. Remember they are TO BIG TO FAIL. So
you and the Federal Government will bail them out…

Now that Obama care has been made law of the land. Many doctors
are stating they are leaving the practice of medicine as they will not
be told what the can and can not earn, who they will treat and be
told what is best for their patients. You find more and more young
people financing their education in hopes of a good job after they get
out of school. They are gambling on their future, it use to be a safe
bet to gamble on yourself but now with the economy in shambles no
one is safe in any bet. Now the total bill for educational loans in
America now totals over 1 TRILLION Dollars. When you take out a
school loan, it’s a loan you can NOT write off in a bankruptcy as you
will STILL owe the money. And they will come after you with a
heavy hand to get their money IF NEED BE.

GMO’s (Genetically Modified Organisms) Monsanto and others in their
infinite wisdom and love of playing God. Have developed GMO’s for
most if not all of our crops we grow here in America. Typically the
well known crops like corn and wheat have been modified for years.
Monsanto’s reasoning is to make a stronger plant, a more
temperature tolerant plant, a more drought tolerant plant, more bug
and disease free plant and more yeild. But they also developed a
seed that would only germinate once from their seen and not again
from their crops seed. This way they could be guaranteed that you
would have to come back year after year to buy MORE seed from
them. This all sounds good but no long term studies have been
conducted on these plants and the crops they produce, no studies
have been done on the nutritional value of these crops, no studies

have been done to even see how these crops would effect other
crops in the area. Now years later they have found that either by
winds or by insects these GMO crops have had their pollen travel into
nearby fields and infest the non-GMO crops. Now it is predicted in
the next several years they will be NO – NON GMO crops available in
America any longer. So these organic farmers you have been buying
your produce from all these years will be soon selling GMO
vegetables (unknowingly). And now Monsanto has been GIVING
seed away FREE to farmers in Africa. Probably not telling them once
they start they will have to come back year after year to buy their
seed so they can start next years crop. Cause saving seed from their
new crop will NOT grow, Monsanto has seen to that.

So the Federal Reserve is printing over 1 TRILLION Dollars and giving
it away to the bankers per year that helps the stock market because
that is where most of that free funny money goes is to buy stock, but
that game is ending and soon enough. When you print that kind of
money what do you think happens? The value of the money you
have in your pocket or your bank account goes down and down and
down.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Have you been paying attention to what has been happening in Argentina,
Venezuela, Brazil, Ukraine, Turkey and China? If you are like most Americans,
you have not been. Most Americans don’t seem to really care too much about
what is happening in the rest of the world, but they should. In major cities all over
the globe right now, there is looting, violence, shortages of basic supplies, and
runs on the banks. We are not at a “global crisis” stage yet, but things are getting
worse with each passing day. For a while, I have felt that 2014 would turn out to
be a major “turning point” for the global economy, and so far that is exactly what

it is turning out to be. The following are 20 early warning signs that we are rapidly
approaching a global economic meltdown…

#1 The looting, violence and economic chaos that is happening in
Argentina right now is a perfect example of what can happen when
you print too much money…
For Dominga Kanaza, it wasn’t just the soaring inflation or the
weeklong blackouts or even the looting that frayed her nerves.
It was all of them combined.
At one point last month, the 37-year-old shop owner refused to open
the metal shutters protecting her corner grocery in downtown Buenos
Aires more than a few inches — just enough to sell soda to passersby
on a sweltering summer day.
#2 The value of the Argentine Peso is absolutely collapsing.
#3 Widespread shortages, looting and accelerating inflation are also
causing huge problems in Venezuela…
Economic mismanagement in Venezuela has reached such a level
that it risks inciting a violent popular reaction. Venezuela is
experiencing declining export revenues, accelerating inflation and
widespread shortages of basic consumer goods. At the same time,
the Maduro administration has foreclosed peaceful options for
Venezuelans to bring about a change in its current policies.
President Maduro, who came to power in a highly-contested election
last April, has reacted to the economic crisis with interventionist and
increasingly authoritarian measures. His recent orders to slash prices
of goods sold in private businesses resulted in episodes of looting,
which suggests a latent potential for violence. He has put the armed
forces on the street to enforce his economic decrees, exposing them
to popular discontent.

#4 In a stunning decision, the Venezuelan government has just
announced that it has devalued the Bolivar by more than 40 percent.
#5 Brazilian stocks declined sharply on Thursday. There is a
tremendous amount of concern that the economic meltdown that is
happening in Argentina is going to spill over into Brazil.
#6 Ukraine is rapidly coming apart at the seams…
A tense cease-fire was announced in Kiev on the fifth day of violence,
with radical protesters and riot police holding their position.
Opposition leaders are negotiating with the government, but doubts
remain that they will be able to stop the rioters.
(Now Russian troops and/or sympathizers are now taking and holding
Police Stations and other Government buildings in Eastern Ukraine.
Seems everyone (USA, Russia, Europe and China are pushing for all
out WWIII over Ukraine. Now Russian bombers are flying off our
West Coast and we have some 30,000 Russian and Chinese troops
here in America, WHY?)
#7 It appears that a bank run has begun in China…
As China’s CNR reports, depositors in some of Yancheng City’s largest
farmers’ co-operative mutual fund societies (“banks”) have been
unable to withdraw “hundreds of millions” in deposits in the
last few weeks. “Everyone wants to borrow and no one wants to
save,” warned one ‘salesperson’, “and loan repayments are difficult
to recover.” There is “no money” and the doors are locked.
#8 Art Cashin of UBS is warning that credit markets in China “may
be broken“. For much more on this, please see my recent article
entitled “The $23 Trillion Credit Bubble In China Is Starting To
Collapse – Global Financial Crisis Next?”
#9 News that China’s manufacturing sector is contracting shook up
financial markets on Thursday…

Wall Street was rattled by a key reading on China’s manufacturing
which dropped below the key 50 level in January, according to HSBC.
A reading below 50 on the HSBC flash manufacturing PMI suggests
economic contraction.
#10 Japanese stocks experienced their biggest drop in 7 months on
Thursday.
#11 The value of the Turkish Lira is absolutely collapsing.
#12 The unemployment rate in France has risen for 9 quarters in a
row and recently soared to a new 16 year high.
#13 In Italy, the unemployment rate has soared to a brand new alltime record high of 12.7 percent.
#14 The unemployment rate in Spain is sitting at an all-time record
high of 26.7 percent.
#15 This year, the Baltic Dry Index experienced the largest two
week post-holiday decline that we have ever seen.
#16 Chipmaker Intel recently announced that it plans to eliminate
5,000 jobs over the coming year.
#17 CNBC is reporting that U.S. retailers just experienced “the worst
holiday season since 2008“.
#18 A recent CNBC article stated that U.S. consumers should expect
a “tsunami” of store closings in the retail industry…
Get ready for the next era in retail—one that will be characterized by
far fewer shops and smaller stores.
On Tuesday, Sears said that it will shutter its flagship store in
downtown Chicago in April. It’s the latest of about 300 store closures
in the U.S. that Sears has made since 2010. The news follows
announcements earlier this month of multiple store closings from
major department stores J.C. Penney and Macy’s.

Further signs of cuts in the industry came Wednesday, when Target
said that it will eliminate 475 jobs worldwide, including some at its
Minnesota headquarters, and not fill 700 empty positions.
#19 The U.S. Congress is facing another deadline to raise the debt
ceiling in February.
#20 The Dow fell by more than 170 points on Thursday. It is
becoming increasingly likely that “the peak of the market” is now in
the rear view mirror. (Unbelievably the Stock Market has again
climbed to new highs with more injection of funny money but that
will all come crashing down and soon.)
And I have not even mentioned the extreme drought that has caused
the U.S. cattle herd to drop to a 61 year low or the nuclear radiation
from Fukushima that is washing up on the west coast.
In light of everything above, is there anyone out there that still
wants to claim that “everything is going to be okay” for the global
economy?
Sadly, most Americans are not even aware of most of these things.
All over the country today, the number one news headline is about
Justin Bieber. The mainstream media is absolutely obsessed with
celebrity scandals, and so is a very large percentage of the U.S.
population.
A great economic storm is rapidly approaching, and most people
don’t even seem to notice the storm clouds that are gathering on the
horizon.

In the end, perhaps we will get what we deserve as a nation.
By Michael Snyder, on January 23rd, 2014 www.theeconomiccollapseblog.com
Reprinted by permission
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Matt Drudge, Issues Warning: “Have An Exit Plan”
Matt Drudge from the Drudge Report issues this Coptic short 4 word
warning.

Some say Exit from what? I think it’s a warning to be able to Exit
from any and all the above.

Major U.S. Banks are NOW forcing customers to provide evidence for
WHY they need their cash!

You would expect this in South America, maybe in Cyprus or even
Europe but this is now hitting our shores. So be prepared, IF you
take out a large sum of cash out of your bank, prepare to give them
a reason why you need your cash. And IF you don’t have a good
enough reason they will NOT give you YOUR cash. After all it is your
cash, you put it in their bank and now they may refuse to give it back
to you on demand. Many say that is the first outward sign to the
general public that a shortage of cash is rampant in our banking
system and they are afraid of a bank run.

The Fed’s Dirty Little Secret: “The Gold Isn’t There… Exists as Paper
IOU’s” Fort Knox gold is missing. It’s been sold, traded, invested but
what ever – IT”S GONE.

The gold being held in the Federal Reserve Vaults in America around
America that is owned by foreign governments is also missing. NOW
many of these governments are demanding their gold back and NOW
we are scrambling to get their gold together to return to them.
Example: Germany at the end of WW11 asked the New York Fed to
store their gold, tons of it. NOW the German Government asked for
their gold back and were told it would take 7 years to return it.
So far all they have received only a very small percentage and it
wasn’t even their gold and it took 4 years to get that small amount of
gold. Their German gold had German markings on it and the gold
they got back had new casting markings so they are being repaid
with new gold replacing the gold they asked the fed to hold and store
for them.
That is a very worrisome sign that they can not return the gold they
gave them to store for them and the fact that it will take 7 years to
get it all back. (if they ever get it all back). In just the last few days
Germany has rescinded it’s request for it’s gold back. I guess they
got tired of waiting… telling the FED they could hold their gold (since
they were not going to get it back anyway).

You have paper gold which is a piece of paper that says you have so
much gold in storage in a depository somewhere in your name. Then
you have physical gold that is gold you own that you have in your
physical possession.. And banks are notorious to sell this gold, take
payment for it and then buy what they need in the future to fill
orders for physical gold as needed. The problem with this is these
banks can still carry this gold on their books and they can still charge
you a storage fee for your gold – that they now no longer hold for
you. Now in light of these facts why would anyone trust a bank to
hold gold for them. When you need it – it just might not be there.
That’s why there is such a difference in physical gold and paper gold.
These Gold Bullion Banks are about empty of there physical gold to

fill orders. So many people have been requesting their physical gold
now there is a run on the storage houses that supposedly store all
this gold. The reason is: They don’t have near enough gold to fill
everyone’s order for their gold.

And IF all this were not enough the grammy’s just ended with a gay
satanic orgy and where Katy Perry did a satanic ritual LIVE on stage
for the world to see and where they gave an award to Black Sabbath
for their new song “ God is Dead” Get the picture. Now our youth
are drenched with not only satanic symbolism but now with outright
satanic rituals. What’s next year? I predict they will do it in the nude
and have satanic ritual sacrifice of children and drink their blood.
That’s what I am betting on.

Did you know that the minister who conducted the opening prayer to
open the Democratic National Party got booed off the stage, NOT
once but three times and finally gave up with out an opening prayer
to open the Demonic I mean Democratic National Convention.
Where, they elected Barack Obama a second term as our President.
I knew then, our country was going down hill and FAST.

Christians are now considered Terrorist. What was good is now
considered bad and what was bad is now considered good. It was
not to many years ago that Homosexuals were considered sexual
deviants, what changed? Was that for better or for worse?

The founding Fathers of our Nation are now considered Radical
Terrorists.
Our Constitution and Bill of Rights have no real meaning any longer.
Now with NDAA the Military or Police can arrest you, detain you, not
file charges against you, not give you your Miranda Rights and not
give you an attorney. They can hold you as long as THEY deem
necessary. You have no recourse to sue, in fact you have no rights
any longer at all thanks to NDAA.

The Fluoride in your drinking water is designed to make you domicile,
more sterile and causes a host of other health problems including
autism, brain anomalies etc. Fluoride is a waste by-product in the
manufacture of aluminum. So now why is this (unapproved) drug
(waste by-product) almost mandatory in our drinking water? WHY?
I will take my fluoride in my toothpaste NOT in my drinking water
where water treatment personnel (Not a doctor) prescribes how
much fluoride you and your children get a dose of.

Or how about ChemTrails where high altitude military aircraft spray
chemicals to make you sick, lethargic, with upper respiratory
complications, flu like symptoms etc. You say “it cant happen here,
this is America” But remember it was the Military in America which
sprayed radioactive spray over wide areas of St. Louis after the war
to just “see what happened”. A normal jet trail dissipates after a few
minutes but not so with ChemTrails they last for hours and
sometimes they spray in a cross hatch pattern to get a better
coverage.

Agencies of the Federal Government (IRS, FBI etc.) have become
little more than Gestapo Officers in search of Conservatives to hound,
herass and withhold tax exempt status (as much as possible).

Example: The last Government shutdown the Federal Government
barricaded the WW11 Memorial on the mall in Washington DC. The
Federal Government does not have anything to do with that
memeorial but yet they barricaded the Monument. Making WW11
Veterans who broke through the barricade law breakers just to visit
their monument.

In one of the many Executive Orders signed into law (by-passing
Congress) Obama signed into law, making all of America a combat
zone and making YOU Enemy Combatants with no rights in your own
country.

What is coming to America will be nothing short of “Hell on Earth”. When
the dollar collapses who would go to work for worthless paper, that will not
buy anything. Everything will close even the power plants and that means
NO POWER. And no power means NOTHING will work from cell phones,
to flush toilets, no TV, no radio, the gas you have in your car will be all you
have as the gas stations can’t pump gas out of the storage tanks into your car
with out power. No water and no sewer as water takes power to produce and
to pump into your home and the sewer system has pumps to process the
waste (which will back up into your home). You will have, no heat, no air
conditioning, nothing will work. The cash you have in your pocket will be
all you have as the ATM's will not work without power.

No money, no power means also you will not be able to go to your local
Walmart and buy anything, like everything else they will probably be closed
and IF you got their they would most likely already be looted of anything
useful.

When I say No money I mean worthless paper money and without good
money and fuel, the trucks will NOT be running, nothing will be on the
freeways except military convoys and they will NOT have anything for you.

You say you are NOT convinced of this scenario. How about when Janet
Napalitano upon leaving office as the Home Land Security Director, warned
that America’s Power Industry WOULD be attacked either by an EMP.
(Electro Magnetic Pulse) This is what you get when you detonate an atomic
device high above America and the EMP from such a device would render
all electronics useless in America. Terrorist and Terrorist States such as
North Korea are ready and have the capability of delivering such a device
against America today. With such a scenario playing out we could be
without power for 10 years, 20 years or never get it back like we have it
today.

Another way our grid could go down is we could get hit with a CME from
the sun. A Coronal Mass Ejection from the sun happens all the time but
thankfully most of them are NOT in our direction. About every hundred
years or so we get hit with a massive CME like back in 1859 (the Carrington
Event) happened and was so powerful that telegraph equipment caught on
fire. What do you think would happen today with our sensitive electronic
equipment all wired together. A CME acts just like a EMP producing the
same effects. Though a EMP is more local as in City wide, State wide or
Nation wide but a CME can shut down a continent a Hemisphere or the
whole world.

Now we have the third scenario of how we can loose power for a long term
power outage (months to years). A terrorist attack, there are all kinds of
terrorist, you have individual terrorist planning things, groups of terrorist
working on ways to hack into power plants, generators, control systems, the
grid etc. Then, you have State sponsored hackers working for such countries
are Russia, China, North Korea, Syria, Iran etc. These are the most
dangerous to us. Once these people get access to systems they install a
small, little program that gets them instant access to do their damage at a
future date.

Can you imagine the damage that can be done to America IF we were to
loose power for a year or more? Several studies have been done in regards to
this question and most agree to a 90% fatality rate IF America were to loose
power for a full year. Only one study found a fatality rate of only 60%.

That is every other person you know dead. And if the power were to stay off
you can bet you will achieve greater then a 90% fatality rate.

America is NOT an agriculture society and it will be quite impossible to
support our population using horses to pull plows to plow fields to grow
food for all of us. And even if we have our tractors where are you going to
get the fuel to run the tractors? Since about 1968 or about this time ALL
auto manufactures have built in computer control systems controlling
everything related to the engine and this computer will be fried by a CME or
a EMP rendering the vehicle useless. Not only autos, but trucks, big trucks
18 wheelers, motorcycles, tractors even generator motors running back up
power in Nuclear Power plants, or as back up emergency power for hospitals
nun of it will work or EVER WORK again. IF we are hit by a powerful
CME or a high altitude atomic detonation producing an EMP all bets are off.

If we loose power long term what do you think will happen to our economy?
Now matter how we loose power our economy goes into the toilet and our
paper money ends up worthless. So, no matter how it happens, stock market
crash, bond market crash, derivatives market crash, China economic
collapse, Japan economic collapse, Europe economic collapse, CME, EMP,
Terrorist attack on our power system. Also we are 16 Trillion in debt, we
actually owe about 55 Trillion and with our Entitlements and Obama Care
the bill comes to over 222 Trillion Dollars over the next 10 years. WOW
where is that money going to come from?

Oh lets not forget the 200 Trillion Dollar derivatives bubble that’s
about to burst. Where is that money coming from? Since these
financial institutions are to big to fail (or jail, I say) this money will
come from YOU and ME! Remember the term “Bail In” you will hear
it a lot more in the near future when they need YOUR money to bail
out the banks they will simply TAKE IT.

Janet Napolitano warned us that we “will” loose power in America
one day, one way or another. The ONLY way to counter this threat
is to be prepared and to make your OWN power.

I have a web site that offers suggestions for most of these questions.
This site is at: http://www.iplantosurvive.info

So my investing strategy is a simple one. Invest in FOOD, WATER,
WATER FILTERS, propane, a way to stay warm without your furnace.
Have a way to cook food with out your gas or electric stove, a way to make
your own power, a way to handle your human waste and a way to secure all
your stuff in case you are overrun by marauding gangs.

My Second Investment strategy is if you live in a major city or it’s suburbs
(GET OUT) as soon as possible. Move, relocate, find a family member who
lives out in the country and get to be real good friends with them. If you
have a Cousin who lives out on a farm so much the better for you and if they
can see what is happening to America and the direction we are headed that
will make things easier for everyone. Now you have a place where you can
build up your preps and put in supplies, build up seed stock, raise chickens,
goats, maybe cows etc. Now the question is when to leave for your safe
house in the country (before it’s to late). Once martial law has been
declared, there will be military roadblocks and who knows what they will
allow through, anyone or anything unless it’s military. If you wait until the
roadblocks go up you have waited to late and you may be stuck. Have bugout bags for everyone, have everyone gassed up at all times and ready to roll
out of town on a moment’s notice. Then when you hear on the news a False
Flag event or Europe or Japan have collapsed you and yours will know it’s
time to meet at a designated spot and leave from there to go to your safe
house. Any safe house should be a minimum of 50 miles from any major

city and preferably 100 miles this will give you a buffer from any gangs
roaming the streets and countryside searching for food, water etc.

My third investment strategy, for after you have adequate stores of preps
for you, your extended family, friends, neighbors, co-workers etc. and IF
you still have cash left over NOW and only now can you even consider Gold
and Silver. Remember if you will need anything (ANYTHING) along the
line of prep supplies, food, water filters, antibiotics, ammo anything and
everything it will cost you a great deal MORE in the future, than NOW.
Consider this: If a 50 lb. Bag of beans cost you $36.00 now at Sam’s Club
how much will that same bag of beans cost you 6 months after the collapse,
it may just cost you a gold coin a $1,500 GOLD coin that may then be worth
$10,000. So I ask you what is the better bargain? $36.00 cash now or
$10,000 later? I know this is hypothetical and the figures will most certainly
be different, but could end up being more or less depending on where you
are at, who you are dealing with and the going price of beans where you are
at, at the time. I am saying even if you pay a gold coin that is worth $5,000
that is $5,000 for a bag of beans that would have cost you $36.00 today.

Our Achilles heel is water. You need one gallon of water per day for each
person you have with you. This can end up being thousands of gallons of
water. The best thing you can do is to drill a water well and install a hand
pump. Other that that I would suggest you buy a swimming pool at Walmart
and fill it, treat it with chlorine (buy lots of extra Pool Shock to treat this
water) and cover it to save for drinking and cooking. (remember, to filter this
water BEFORE you drink it, with an appropriate filter that removes
chlorine) You can also buy a couple totes (we recommend food grade and
the black ones to keep light out as light will grow stuff you do not want in
your water) and clean them out and store water in them and you can fill them
from your gutter downspout if need be. Just remember to treat this water
with chlorine when you store it, and always filter this also before you drink
it. A good quality water filter that can filter thousands of gallons of water is
most preferable. I recommend the Black Berkey water filter. I have
instructions on my web site how to build the Big Berkey Table Top water
filter. With the two filters it will filter 6000 gallons of water and with 4
filters it will filter 12,000 gallons of water. That is half the water I have in
my swimming pool. Just because you have 4 of these filters do not think
that is enough, when it comes to water filters the more the merrier. Another

good water filter is the ProPure water filter. You DO NOT want to run out
of water filters. These filters will filter clean and drinkable water from
ponds, creeks, lakes, swimming pools even ditches.

You do not want to invest in camping type water filters. The reason
being these filters (as good as they are) are designed to filter only about 35
to 50 gallons of water and then the filter needs to be changed. These filters
only cost about $35 to $70 but only filter about 50 gallons tops. Where you
can buy a pair of ProPure or a pair of Black Berkey Filters and filter about
6000 gallons of water for about $100 so now you tell me which is the better
deal?

And yes you can safely filter and drink water from streams, lakes, ponds,
swimming pools etc. with these ProPure and Black Berkey Filters.
NO I do not get a kick back for recommending anything.

After you have tons and tons of supplies then you are ready to do some
serious investing in Gold and Silver, RIGHT? Not so fast, ask 100 average
people, have you ever seen a gold coin? I bet more than half have never
even seen a gold coin. But you can rest assured they have heard about
plated gold coins and fake gold coins. So the scenario is: You have
thousands and thousands of dollars in gold coins, but who is going to barter
with you, for what you need. And do they know gold coins from fake or
plated gold coins. And another thing to consider, is if and when gold goes
out of sight say $10,000, $20,000 even $50,000 per ounce how can you now
take that $50,000 gold coin and buy/barter for a 10 lb. Bag of beans, when
they will most certainly will NOT have change to give you other than
worthless paper. Now what are you going to do?

Investing in Silver now looks better and better don’t it? But hold on there
are people out their who fake Silver Dollars and the fakes look good too.
The answer is: junk silver dimes pre 1965, everyone knows they are 90%
Silver and are never faked. Plus IF Silver goes to $5000 an ounce that
makes your single silver dime worth over $350. Making it easier to barter
with, easily recognized as money and never faked. And if you have to take

change just maybe you can barter something in with the deal (instead of
taking worthless paper as change).

It is true the war years from 1942 to 1945 nickels were made of 35% silver
but the problem with collecting them is a lot of people do not know these
coins are silver and will refuse to give you anything extra for the silver
content. As of early 2014 the silver nickel is worth only about $1.00 and the
silver dime is worth about $1.43 (subject to change). The object is you can
carry a lot more dimes than nickels and everyone knows your pre 1965
dimes are 90% silver.

I am not saying to never collect anything other than silver dimes. You can
collect silver quarters also but I would avoid the silver half dollars. Some
people know, but most do not know that the silver Kennedy half dollar from
1965 to 1970 was 40% silver. The value of these coins circulated is from
$5.00 to $8.00. As I said most people think of silver coins as being pre 1965
only and will not give you anything for the silver content of your 40%
Kennedy half dollars, so I would avoid them for that reason.
The silver dollars are great but if and when silver hits $5,000 an ounce good
luck trying to barter with them and there will always be a question if they are
real or not.

And even some say Silver bars are the way to go. OH really? Can you
prove it’s silver? Can you prove it’s real? Can you prove the weight? A lot
of questions with silver bars no matter the size or if they are minted with
fancy artwork or not, there will just be to many questions with silver bars no
matter the size, weight, purity etc. Personally I would avoid silver bars like
the plague.

Wow, foreign silver coins are a big hit. They may be for some people. I
guess you could do some Canadian silver coins and get away with it but
probably not. Again someone will invariably ask: What is it? What does it
weigh? How much silver is in it? And the biggie. IS IT REAL SILVER?
More questions, to many questions for you to have to answer. IF you have
to start answering questions about your silver like: Is it real? Is it fake?
How much Silver is in it? (If you have to defend your silver, you already lost

in the trade and they will for sure take off the top for these questions which
means you will loose in the deal.)

How about Gold Certificates or Silver Certificates. It is widely known that
the Brokers who sell these Junk Paper assets instead of the real thing are
selling you a fantasy. For every Ounce of Gold that is sold as a promise on a
piece of paper, instead of the real gold, there are about 10 people who have a
piece of paper with a legal claim to that same ounce of real gold and it’s the
same with Silver too. If you buy gold or silver, store the gold or silver under
your lock and key or you don’t really own it.

Silver and Gold mining stocks, may be hot right now and could be even
hotter in the future. But keep in mind the benefits they pay are paid out in
paper dollars. When the economy collapses the paper money will be
worthless. So then how are you going to get paid anything on your mining
stocks, if the currency is worthless. Remember, IF you don’t own it, if it’s
NOT in your pocket or under your very own lock and key, YOU DON”T
OWN IT AND PROBABLY NEVER DID.

Silver American Junk Dimes Pre-1965 are 90% silver, never faked and
everyone knows they are 90% silver, no question. This will put YOU in the
drivers seat. This coin will be in demand and wanted without question. And
IF you are bartering for something costing (say $200 in silver) and you have
a dime worth $350 you just might take something else in trade for your
change instead of taking worthless paper. Better for you, better for them.
Everyone wins when you are trading with 90% silver dimes and 90% silver
quarters.

If you want to know what is coming go to Youtube.com and search for,
Vision of the End of the World (Sarah Menet, 1979, NDE)
Sarah Menet in 1979 had a Near Death Experience during which she was
taken on a tour of the future of the world and America and the calamities
which would befall us. Most striking was the twin towers in New York
falling down in flames, but she was not shown how they would fall only that
they would fall down, and they did on 9-11-2001. Much of her story is
gruesome dealing with our economic collapse and how people in America

would resort to cannibalism to survive. She also described in detail how
several individuals would go into our major city’s and drop what looked like
fruit jars filled with a clear liquid and almost immediately people would start
breaking out in massive sores all over there bodies and then dying. This was
repeated with a couple different organisms which kill people from all over
the world. If that were not enough she also described how nuclear missiles
would destroy many major cities here in America and around the world and
if that were not enough they also detonated several nuclear weapons loaded
in trucks and parked in downtown areas and detonated them.
Her vision of the future was truly terrifying and I have no answer for it other
than to pray. I guess if you were a lone survivor in a cave in Northern Idaho
in the middle of the wilderness AND had tons of water, food and other
supplies you might make it, but I wouldn’t bet on it. Remember the drones,
they will be looking for inferred heat signatures given off by the vents from
wood stoves. And from that you will get a visit from EPA, Military, Home
Land Security or someone who will round you up and ship you off to the
local FEMA Indoctrination and Re-education camp.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Vision of the End of the World (Sarah Menet, 1979, NDE)

Vision of the End of the World
This panoramic view of the earth came into view and then came closer and
closer like I had been out into space and was flying towards it. I knew that
this was to help me make my decision to go back to earth, to my terrible life,
because part of me wanted to go back to the beautiful spirit world or
paradise and part of me felt the need to go back into my body and change
my life. It was kind of a tug of war and what I was going to see was to help
me understand what I would go through if I went back into my clay body.

It played out again just like a video tape in fast forward motion and yet
again I could assimilate and see everything clearly and perfectly. As the
world zoomed up to me I saw the whole world and then the various
countries.

I don't know the countries of the world very well, but as I looked at these
lands I instinctively knew what countries they were. I was looking at the
Middle East and watched as a missile flew from Libya and hit Israel with a
big mushroom cloud. I knew that the missile was actually from Iran but
people from Iran had been hiding it in Libya and fired it. I knew that it was
a nuclear bomb. Almost immediately missiles started flying from one
country to another, quickly spreading to all over the world. I also saw that
many nuclear explosions did not come from missiles but from ground
bombs of some kind. I knew that in the future there would be a nuclear war
throughout the world and this is how it would start. Then, my focus changed
from the Middle East to America. I understood that I was about to see some
of the things that would lead up to the nuclear holocaust I had just witnessed.
As I looked upon the continent of North America, I zeroed in on the East
Coast and then to New York. I saw New York with all of its buildings and
people. Then I saw some tall buildings crashing to the earth with
tremendous smoke, debris and dust everywhere (World Trade Towers?). I
saw a woman holding a little girl's hand, running from the crashing
buildings. The lady had long dark hair past her shoulders, curled inward a
little. She had on a beige business suit, heels of a slightly darker color,
perhaps a tan color. No glasses. The little girl appeared to be about 6-7
years old with short brown hair, below the chin, in a sort of a pageboy
haircut. They were holding hands and running together from the falling
buildings in the heavy smoke and dust and they were forced to let go of
hands and thereby they got separated. The little girl was terrified and I could
hear the little girl screaming "mommy, mommy" over again and again. I
don't know if they lived or died. I can still see the face of the lady clearly
and could identify her if I saw a picture...or could describe her to an artist to
draw her. I asked if an earthquake caused the buildings to fall down and the
impression was 'no,' but I don't know what caused them to fall.

The next thing that I felt more than I saw was that shortly after this there was
no commerce, no shopping, buying, and was impressed that there was no
economy. The economy had almost failed completely and no one had any
money.

The next thing I saw was people being sick and dying. I saw this
particularly in four cities: New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Salt

Lake. The disease started by having white blisters, some the size of dimes
appear on their hands, arms and face. This quickly developed into white
puffy sores and blisters. People would stumble about and fall and then many
died within a short time, maybe 24 hours. I also saw other people with blood
coming from their nose, mouth, eyes and ears. It started like a flu virus and
it spread very quickly, faster than the other white blister disease. The people
who had this disease died even faster. This was more wide spread across the
entire United States. There were hundreds of thousands of people stricken
with these two diseases.

I knew that the diseases, and there were several different kinds, but at first
primarily these two, came from small containers that had been brought into
the United States. These containers were like quart jars and I was impressed
that the people carrying them would just drop them on the ground in large
crowds of people and the people would become infected without realizing
it.

In these cities as the disease spread, the people tried to flee from the cities
out to the countryside. There was complete chaos in these cities and a
breakdown of normal society. There was no electricity in them either, but I
don't know why or how that came to be. There were cars piled up
everywhere, blocking roadways and most people then had to walk out with
nothing. The disease started to spread beyond these initial cities.

As these people were fleeing the cities, there were gangs attacking them and
killing them. In the cities that were struck with the disease, there was
complete chaos, looting, rioting, murdering, a complete breakdown. Many
people seemed to go absolutely crazy. I sensed that the electricity had failed
everywhere now and that nothing was running, there was no communication
or anything anywhere in the country. Nothing worked, no radios or TVs. I
watched people throw rocks and break windows to steal TVs which I
thought was really crazy because they wouldn't work.

Immediately, as I watched this happen in the United States, I jumped back to
the Middle East and saw the same thing in Israel, the same sores, and I
realized that it was the same types of disease or sickness happening there. I

knew somehow that whatever diseases had been used in the United States
were also being used in Israel. This lasted for only an instant and I was back
in the United States. There was a tremendously long winter that lasted into
summer. It caught everyone by surprise and started the full famine.
Actually, I realized that the long winter actually just increased the famine
greatly to its full measure, because the famine had already been in progress
because of the storms, droughts, floods and other plagues that had been
happening over the few years leading up to the long winter.

It seemed then that the year following the long winter was when everything
started to go down hill very quickly or things piled up one on top of the
other without any breaks. The sense of time though was not very clear
because I was seeing several things that seemed to happen all at the same
time or very close together.

During and after the long winter, the disease spread everywhere and
increased in severity. The economy was completely gone and the electricity
was also gone. There was complete chaos and anarchy all over the United
States. There was no government, just a total breakdown. There was no food
at all. I saw people trying to get food and were completely panicked because
there was no food. I saw people digging in the ground for worms and eating
them because they were so hungry.

Also, during this time I became aware that there was very little water and
that almost all of the water had become poisoned so that if a person drank
the water they would get the disease and die. Many did even knowing that
they would die, because they were so thirsty.

Some of the people seemed to go crazy and went around in gangs killing
people just for the sake of killing. Others killed for food or for things but the
people who killed just to kill were absolutely terrible. They seemed like
beasts, animals completely out of control as they raped, looted, burned and
butchered people. I saw them go into people's homes and drag families out
who were hiding there and rape them and butcher them.

There was such a fear and hatred that came upon the people -- families,
wives, husbands -- loving ties no longer mattered; it became survival only.
Husbands would kill their wives and children for food or water. Mothers
would kill their children. It was absolutely horrible beyond description. The
air seemed to be filled with smoke as many buildings and cities burned and
no one put them out. As I looked upon the scene of chaos, destruction and
smoke, I noticed that there were these little pockets of light scattered all
over the United States. There were, I would guess, about twenty or thirty of
them. I noticed that most of these places of light were in the western part of
the United States, with only three or four in the East.

These places of light seemed to shine through the darkness and caught my
attention and so I concentrated on them, asking, "What are these things?" I
could then see that they were people who had gathered together and they
were on their knees and they were praying. The light was coming from them
and I understood that it represented their goodness and love. I understood
that they had gathered together for safety and that they cared more for each
other than for themselves. Some of the groups were small, with only a
hundred people or so, but in other groups there were what seemed several
thousand.

I realized that somehow many, if not most of these cities of light had been
established just before the disease attack and that they were very organized.
It was like they had known what was coming and had prepared for it. I didn't
see who or what had organized them, but I saw many people struggling to
get to them with nothing but what they could carry.

These cities of light had food and were sharing their food with those who
joined them in their groups. There was peace and safety in the groups. They
were living in tents, all kinds of tents, many of which were just blankets
covering poles. I noticed that the gangs left these groups alone, choosing to
pick on easier targets and unprotected people. They also preyed on the
people who were trying to get to the cities of light. Many people in these
cities of light had guns to defend themselves with and so the gangs left them
alone but it seemed that the gangs just didn't want to come against them.
I realized that these cities of light, which is what I began to think of them,
were only for a short time and then the people in them would go somewhere

else; however, I don't know where they went but I seem to think that they
gathered to the mountains, to the high places.

As I was looking at the cities of light, I then saw missiles coming and hitting
some cities and mushroom clouds started happening all over the United
States. Some were from missiles that I knew came from Russia and others
were not from missiles, but were from bombs that were already in the United
States. They were hidden in trucks and in cars and were exploded.

I specifically saw Los Angeles, Las Vegas and New York hit with bombs.
New York was hit with a missile, but I think that Los Angeles was hit by a
truck bomb or actually several, because I didn't see any missile. I also saw
north of Salt Lake City have a mushroom cloud, a small one, but no missile.
In the darkness I also saw little fireballs. I don't know if this happened just
before or during the mushroom clouds, but there were millions falling
everywhere. They were very hot, of different sizes with most about the size
of golf balls. As they fell from the sky they left a streak of flame and smoke
behind them. Whatever they touched they started on fire: people, buildings,
trees, grass, it didn't matter. I didn't ask what they were or where they came
from, because by this time I was getting sick of the whole scene and so I
just observed and didn't ask many questions.

Almost right on top of these mushroom clouds I saw Russian troops
invading the United States. I saw them parachuting into a lot of places,
primarily from the East Coast. I saw them parachute into Salt Lake City. I
also saw Chinese troops invade from the West Coast, near Los Angeles. The
people who were still alive started fighting them with their own guns. I
didn't see any military.
This was the nuclear war that I had seen earlier and I knew that it was also
happening all over the world like I had seen previously. I did not see much
of this war, but I was impressed that it was not very long and the Russians
and Chinese lose, but I don't know how exactly.

Now the smoke turned to a very thick, heavy dark smoke. Just as things
appeared to be as bad as it could get, then the earthquakes happened. This
happened during a winter. It seemed that this was the winter following the

very long one and so the chaos had been almost for a full year. The
earthquakes seemed to start in the West, around Idaho and Wyoming, and
then quickly spread everywhere.
I saw a huge earthquake strike Utah and then California. There were
earthquakes all over California, but were especially devastating in the Los
Angeles and San Francisco areas. These earthquakes triggered volcanoes all
over the West. They started spewing a tremendous amount of ash and smoke
into the air and the air became very dark and dirty. The sun was darkened
even more because of the smoke and the ash that started raining down
everywhere. I also saw huge waves of water sweep over the West Coast and
then I realized that it was happening all over the coastal cities of the entire
world. Los Angeles was almost swept completely away. The waves were
huge.

I saw a big wall of water, taller than many of the buildings, perhaps as high
as 20 feet, sweep over Salt Lake City. I thought this was strange because it
was so far from the ocean and I wondered how a wave from the ocean could
travel all the way to Salt Lake City. I was impressed that it was not from the
ocean but from the ground. I quickly saw great cracks in the earth around
Salt Lake City open up and water just shoot out of the ground. I felt that
under the ground, very deep, there was a tremendous amount of water in the
ground and the earthquakes forced it up to the surface. When the water
swept over the city, there weren't very many buildings left, in fact there was
a tremendous destruction with hardly anything left at all, just a few
buildings. The water went from Idaho down to near Cedar City and was very
bad. In the cities there was great destruction, and most of the buildings had
been destroyed and there was a lot of rubble. Though the earthquakes,
disease, floods, volcanoes and tidal waves killed a lot of people, most
people died because of the gangs and everyone killing each other, not from
the terrible devastation’s.

As I thought a moment about it, it seemed that the earth itself had become
sickened at the terrible things that were happening upon it and was finally
reacting. I was impressed that the earth wanted to cleanse itself of the
terrible chaos and evil that had engulfed the people.

Because of the volcanoes erupting everywhere, there was now ash mixed
with the heavy smoke. Ash was falling and it was almost complete darkness
everywhere. The diseases had become very bad. I saw people literally die
on their feet. There was another disease I saw. People had these red blotches
on them and then they quickly started bleeding everywhere, from every
opening. Then, they literally disintegrated or melted into unrecognizable
masses of flesh and bone. I cannot even begin to describe what I saw. The
dead were everywhere After this terrible winter, I saw the survivors pile up
the dead into huge piles and burn them. The smell was absolutely terrible. I
could smell it just a little and the smell itself would make you sick. This
burning of bodies had happened a little during the chaos, but not much
because people were so worried about surviving that they just ignored the
dead.
I then saw four more things.
I saw a huge earthquake in the middle of the United States. It was
tremendous and seemed to split the United States in half about where the
Mississippi River is. The crack in the earth that resulted was huge and that
area totally sank. It was miles wide and it opened up and the earth fell down.
It seemed to swallow everything. Then water flowed in from the Gulf of
Mexico all the way up to the Great Lakes, only they weren't lakes anymore,
they became all part of a big inland sea.
I then saw a series of tremendous earthquakes all over the world. But it
wasn't lots of separate earthquakes, it was all part of one huge, gigantic
earthquake that shook the entire earth. Because of this earthquake, water
came upon the land all over the world. Huge walls of water along all of the
coasts. This earthquake and the walls of water made the earlier ones seem
small by comparison. I don't know if the earthquake that split the United
States into two parts was part of this worldwide quake or not.

I then saw a tremendous wind come upon the earth. As the wind hit I saw
people go into caves and into the cracks of rocks to escape it. It was
tremendous and it blew trees and everything away. It appeared to be
stronger than any hurricane or tornado. It seemed like everything was blown
away.

I understood, without asking, that the great worldwide earthquake and the
wind were somehow caused by a huge object, like a planet or something,
that had come very close by the earth and disrupted everything and that it
was near the end that this happened.

I then was back into space viewing the entire earth from a distance. I saw
this huge fireball, two or three times bigger than the earth, approach the
earth. It was extremely bright red and gold in color and then engulfed the
entire earth. When I saw this, because it was so different than everything
else, I asked what it was. I was impressed that it was the burning of the
earth that is described in the scriptures. I understood that just before it came
Jesus had appeared to the earth and the good people that I had seen earlier
had left the earth with Him and were no longer on the earth. The only people
left were the few wicked who had survived the devastation’s earlier, but
there were not many. Sarah Menet, 1979
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------I can not tell you if Sarah Menet’s vision of the future is correct, but she has
been correct so far. All I can say is let your conscious and your faith in God
be your guide. All I can do, I have done, all I can do now is to pray.
God be with you and yours
Dr. T. M. Lamb
For more info see my site at: www.iplantosurvive.info

* NOTE: I am NOT a Professional Investor, Investor Consultant, Wealth
Manager, Tax Consultant etc. These are only my opinions and you are free
to take my advice or not. I am only suggesting what others have done in
these troubled times. If you are seeking Professional Investment help I
suggest you contact a Wealth Manager for this services.
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